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Nature Fresh Farms featured in Kid Food Nation: The Show

July 20, 2021

Nature Fresh Farms will join YTV’s Kid Food Nation: The Show to educate children on greenhouse
growing and fresh vegetable production.
Nature Fresh Farms will be featured in an episode during the second season of Kid Food Nation: The
Show, giving the cast and the viewers at home a peek inside greenhouse and packaging facilities
while exploring the many processes it takes to grow, package, and ship fresh food. Hosts Spencer
and Tyra interview members of the Nature Fresh Farms team as they answer questions and share
their knowledge about all things inside the greenhouse.
Kid Food Nation: The Show is in partnership with Kid Food Nation and President’s Choice
Children’s Charity. The series follows Spencer, Tyra and kid food nation heroes as they embark on
culinary missions and answer questions like, "Should I eat crickets?" or "Are dandelions edible?" The
eight-episode run for Season 2 will be fun, informative and inspirational to chefs both young and old.
Like the show, the Kid Food Nation project aims to encourage Canadian kids to explore food through
online recipes, activities and videos. Founded by President’s Choice Children’s Charity, BGC
Canada and Corus Entertainment, and now in its fifth year, the initiative celebrates a selection of
junior chefs from every corner of Canada, featuring their family recipes in an annual contest and
cookbook.
“Kid Food Nation is an amazing initiative that aligns completely with our vision of inspiring children
and their families to learn about where their fresh fruits and vegetables come from while encouraging
nutritional eating,” said Marketing Director Stephanie Swatkow. “This was a great opportunity to
share how we deliver fresh produce from seed to table in a fun interactive way that the program
offers.”
Committed to educating consumers and helping to build healthier communities, Nature Fresh Farms
believes in cultivating healthy, life-long eating habits through education and teaching important food
skills so families can continually develop a healthier relationship with food.
The second season of Kid Food Nation: The Show will premiere on YTV this summer on July 28 at
6:30 p.m. Each episode will also be uploaded on the Kid Food Nation YouTube channel.
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